Abstract. It is shown that every compact group G is a Ö-simplicial space where Q is any field of characteristic zero. As a consequence it follows that G satisfies a variation of the Lefschetz fixed point theorem.
1. Compact groups. Suppose that G is a compact group. By the analysis of A. Weil [4, pp. 88-90] , G is an inverse limit of compact Lie groups G = proj limGj, where each GM is locally isomorphic to a direct product of an abelian group and a semisimple group. In more detail, the connected component of the center of GM is an abelian group A such that for a normal subgroup S^ which is semisimple, Gií = A^-S^ where Z^ = A n S^ is finite.
Further G^ s {A^ X SJ/Z^. Iff^: G" -> G^ is a homomorphism belonging to the inverse system, then^ maps A" onto A^ and Sv onto S^. Now each S has a finite cover by a simply connected group S which is a finite product of simply connected simple groups. A homomorphism from one product of simply connected simple groups onto another is just a projection of a product space onto a factor space. In summary we have the following theorem.
such that the covering groups G" and G^ are finite sheeted covering spaces, and such that f is a projection of a product space onto a factor space.
2. The g-simplicial condition. Let a be a family of subsets of a space X. For a subset B of X let Stafi = U {A: A n B ¥^ 0 and A G a).
There are two simplicial complexes associated with a. The first is the total complex, denoted Xa, whose simplexes are those finite subsets j of A' such that for some A E a, s is a subset of A. The second is the simplicial complex called the nerve, N(a), of a. Its simplexes are the finite subsets s of a (or of the index set of a) such that the set D {A : A G s) is nonempty.
The support of a chain c in Ct(Xa) (coefficients in a field Q) is defined to be the smallest closed subset W of X such that c is a chain of C%( Wa). If c is a chain in C^(N(a)), the carrier of c is the smallest subfamily ß of a such that c is a chain of C"(yV(/3)) (ß need not be a covering of X for this to make sense). Let sup(c) be the union of those sets in the carrier of c.
According to Dowker [1] the two chain complexes C+(Xa) and C"(N(a)) are chain homotopy equivalent; in fact his methods show that the following theorem is true.
Theorem (Dowker) . Let a be a family of subsets of X. Then there are chain maps This is the form of g-simplicial which occurs in [2] . There is an equivalent form for nerves which we give below.
Definition 2. A compact space X is said to be "^-simplicial" if for any open covering a of I there exists an a* which is a finite covering of X by open subsets such that a* > a and such that for any open covering ß of X there is a chain map t: C+(N(a*)) -> C+(N(ß)) such that sup(r(c)) c St^St^surfc))), for c E Cm(N(«*)). (1) Sty(Sty(StY(B)))cSta(S).
Let a* = y*, where y* is related to y as a* is to a in Definition 2. Let ß be any open covering of X, and let ß' be a common refinement of ß and y. Let t: C"(./V(a*)) -» Ct{N{ß')) be a chain map such that sup(i-(c)) c St^-(StY(sup(c))) for any chain c G C¿N{a*)) = C,(W(y*)). Let it be the inclusion of CJJXß) into Ct{Xß). Then define w = tta^'t/"*. Since vt and Â:r educe supports, then for a chain c in C,(.Ya») = C+{Xy.), (2) sup(«(c)) C sup(t/*# (c)) C Sy(Sty(StY.(sup(c)))).
Since /?', y and y* all refine y, then by (1) and (2), supw(c) c Sta(sup(c)). This proves that a* satisfies the conditions of Definition 1, completing the proof of the Proposition. The following theorem is proven in [2] in a more general form including certain noncompact spaces.
Theorem. Suppose that X is a compact space which is Q-simplicial. Let f: X -» X be a map such that the induced homology homomorphism
UH.(X;Q)^>H.(X;Q)
has an image which is finite dimensional as a vector space over Q. Then the Lefschetz number Ae(/) = 2(-l)"trace(/") n is defined. If Aß(/) ¥= 0 then f{x) = x for some x in X.
The main theorem.
Theorem. Suppose that G is a compact group and that f is a continuous function of G into itself. Let Q be any field of characteristic zero. If f^ has a finite dimensional image and Ag(/) ^ 0, then there is a point x in G such that f{x) = x.
Proof. It suffices to show that G is ö-simplicial. We use Definition 2. From the first section G is a projective limit of compact Lie groups G = proj limG . Any Lie group is triangulable so assume triangulations are given compatible with the homomorphisms of the inverse system. Let v > ¡i be indices of this system. Then there is a commutative diagram of onto simplicial maps such that (G",pv, C7") and (G^p^, G^) are finite sheeted covering spaces and such that f is a projection of a product space onto a factor space. Define a chain map tv/1: C^G^) -* C^(G") as a composition of chain maps t = p"txt2 where tx: C^G^) -» C^(GP) is any simplicial approximation to a cross section G? ~* G», and T2: C»(G ) -» C^G,,) is defined by t2(í) = «_1S"=1í, where í is an oriented simplex of G^ and where s,,..., sn are the oriented simplexes of G^ which cover s. The number n is the same for every simplex, and it is clear that t2 is a chain map. Since f tx -identity, and/» t2 = identity, then (3) /^ = identity of G". (4) sup(c) = /""'( USt(t>)).
It is clear that rv¡1 induces a chain map r£°: C^ÍG,*'"^ -^ C"(G,,(m)); further sup(T<;>(c)) = sup(c).
This is so, since by (3), sup(c) = supt/^T^c)) and f^ does not change supports (by (4) and the equality /^ = J^).
For an open covering a of G, we must show how to choose a* satisfying the conditions of Definition 2. Choose any jti and m such that a(/x, m) refines a, and let a* = a(/x, w). For any open covering ß of G we must define a chain map t: C"(N(a*))-+ C+(N(ß)) such that sup(r(c)) c St^St"(sup(c)). In fact we shall show how to define t so that the stronger statement (5) holds. 
